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ASTRO TURF PITCH CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 

Artificial Grass, Synthetic Turf, 3G & Astro Turf Sports Pitches & MUGA’S 

Decompacts Infill – Cleans Infill – Redistributes Infill & Adjusts Levels – Removes Moss & Algae – Lifts Carpet Pile  

Astro turf pitches and MUGA’s require regular cleaning and maintenance to ensure they maintain their intended play 
characteristics and ensure that they are safe for users.  Regular maintenance helps keep the carpet pile upright and 
separated the infill clean and free draining and the infill at the correct levels. 

  

Astro turf pitch contaminated by moss & algae    Astro turf pitch cleaning decompacting infill and removing contamination  

Depending on any maintenance regimes, the location of the astro and the degree of use, an astro turf pitch will require 
regular maintenance to fulfil its useful existence.  Activities such as drag brushing, moss and algal chemical treatments, and 
regular cleaning of the surface will help keep the surface in good, serviceable condition.  The surface should be inspected 
regularly and any repairs that are required should be carried out immediately. 

  

Infill compaction & contamination leads to flooding and poor drainage  3G rubber filled astro surface 

Poor drainage is a sign of a contaminated and compacted surface which not only prevents or reduces play but can lead to a 
condition known as ‘algal squidge’ which produces a slippery algal bloom over the astro surface which is not only unsightly 
but very slippery.  
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Astro turf pitch being  infill decompacted     Contamination that has been extracted from astro turf pitch infill 

SSP Ltd carries out cleaning and maintenance of all types of synthetic grass sports surfaces including 3G football, sand filled artificial 
grass and sand dressed artificial grass football, hockey and rugby pitches as well as five a side surfaces and MUGA’s. 

  

SSP Ltd offer comprehensive packages to cater for all types of sport pitch maintenance either to back up in house drag brushing with 
deeper decompaction and cleaning works to more comprehensive renovation and rejuvenation works.  Packages can be designed to suit 
budgets and usage. 

Three Year Agreements Available To Cater For Regular Annual Maintenance Services 

 

 Surface inspection    Joint repair    Infill application 


